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News from our 
Alumni!



Welcome to the Abbey Gate College 
Alumni Newsletter!

Over the last year I think we have all realised how important it is to stay connected. 
Some people find social media platforms a good way to keep in touch with past 
and current friends however, many of us find social media overwhelming and 
would rather communicate via email or phone. One thing is for sure, we can’t 
wait until we can all meet up in person!

At Abbey Gate College we are keen to keep in touch with all of our past pupils 
from school leavers to the first ever Old Saightonians who joined when the 
school opened in 1977. I wonder how much the school has changed since then. 
Did you feature on the BBC Look North filmed in 1977? You can see this news 
report on our YouTube channel.

We will regularly keep you up to date with news from the college on our Alumni 
platform OS Connect. We don’t want to bombard you with emails by tagging you 
in on every post - we will only do this if we think it is relevant. To make sure you 
don’t miss out, you can download an OS Connect app to make it easier to pop in 
and out of the site when it suits you.

Do share your memories and keep us updated with your news!
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Happy reading from Abbey Gate College

Keep in touch, we always love to hear from our past pupils



How are you feeling? 

When someone asks you this, it’s easy to passively answer ‘fine’, ‘not great’ or ‘okay’ without purposely 
pausing and reflecting on how you are actually feeling. This simple question encourages you to 
not only actively and consciously identify your emotions but it also helps you transfer feelings into 
words – something that can be difficult for many people, especially in times of crisis or trauma. The 
COVID-19 global pandemic is a crisis unlike any we have faced before. It has been an ongoing event 
that does not have a discrete, known end, and has the potential to negatively impact our physical, 
psychological, social, emotional, and economic health, and beyond. So as you read the question, 
‘How are you feeling?’, challenge yourself to accurately identify and label your feelings. Not only do 
we deepen and broaden our emotional intelligence by connecting specific words to our feelings, but 
it is easier to help ourselves and others when we know their emotional states. The more aware we 
are of our emotions, the more likely we are to figure out how to best regulate them.

What’s your goal for today?

Individual goals create structure, as well as providing purpose and intent. Goals will often determine 
how you feel, think and act. Setting a positive and an achievable goal at the beginning of your day will 
in turn generate positive thoughts, and positive feelings, resulting in positive actions or behaviours. 
Goal setting can foster a sense of control, bring predictability to this unpredictable situation, and 
ultimately reduce our stress responses, and keep our bodies regulated.

Who will you ask for help? 

Many people do not feel comfortable asking for help, and see it as a sign of weakness. However, relying 
on others, experiencing needs and limitations, and asking for help is actually part of what it takes to 
be emotionally strong. We may be physically distant, but that does not mean we cannot help each 
other with words of encouragement via text, kind thoughts flowing through an email, a consoling 
phone call, optimistic emojis, a funny meme, or an inspirational video. Providing emotional support 
for each other from a distance will ensure that we maintain the relationships and connections that 
help build our resilience, and remind us that we are not alone.

So as we continue to navigate through the unknown, ask yourself these three simple questions each 
day. Take time to check in, reflect, and connect. Celebrate the small successes one day at a time.

We are all in this together.

“the job has been so much more rewarding than I ever imagined”

I was always ‘just average’ at school, and there certainly wasn’t the range of career opportunities back 
then. My teenage aspirations of being a vet (I certainly wasn’t bright enough) or a nurse (I can’t stand 
the sight of blood) were evidently out of reach, and so teaching was the next option on my list.

Both my sisters were teachers, I had great role-models in the form of Mr. Lloyd (English teacher) and 
Mrs. Graham (French teacher) and I sort of ’fell into’ teaching. Being supremely organised (the break 
time play equipment cupboard at school was my pride and joy……) and also relating well to youngsters, 
teaching seemed a good fit.

In all honesty, the job has been so much more rewarding than I ever imagined. Although extremely 
challenging at times, and still underrated as a profession, teachers can undoubtedly have such a positive 
impact on young people’s lives, to the benefit of society as a whole. As a child, I lacked confidence and 
was reluctant to take risks, essential elements for life-long learning, and I have tried to instil these 
attributes, as a priority, in all the children I have taught. I sincerely hope that they have been successful 
as adults in this increasingly crazy world, wherever their path has taken them.

Career wise, I have been fortunate in being led by people who could spot potential, and who have 
encouraged me to climb the ladder, and the skills I l have developed have enabled me to work around 
the world in various leadership roles. Overall, I have really enjoyed my 32 years in teaching, but it is 
not a career to be entered into lightly - it demands real commitment and huge reserves of resilience. 
Ultimately, teachers have a profound effect o n s haping f utures, a nd I  a m p roud o f b eing a ble t o 
contribute to our global community in this way.

Vicky Davies
Teacher
AGC Leaver 1984

Why I Chose to Become a Teacher

Check in, Reflect and Connect

Angela Varga Psy. S. NCSP
Psychologist

AGC Leaver 1991



Simon Povey
AGC Leaver 2013

Life after leaving Abbey Gate College 

I attended Abbey Gate College from year 3 of juniors until leaving for university in 2008. I’m happy 
to say I loved every second of school and thrived in the small community of Abbey Gate.
I never really knew what I wanted to do as a long term career but always had a real love for caring 
for younger children. 

After doing really well at GCSE level (which I’m so glad I did despite the wide belief it doesn’t matter 
what you get) I decided on A levels that would provide me with transferable skills. My chosen 
subjects being Geography, English Language and Biology. During my English language studies and 
a particular module around childhood language acquisition it was clear I was passionate about 
the development within early childhood.

As we prepared for the next step after school we were allocated time within school hours and 
given ample support to complete our UCAS applications. My first choice being Childhood Studies 
at University of Leeds. This linked to my interest in Child Development but left my options open in 
terms of an end Career. Great! Or was it?

Off I went to Leeds ready for university life...but something just wasn’t right. Whether I’d chosen 
the wrong course, the impact of needing to find part time work to survive or feeling like a very 
small fish in a very big pond, I never settled. As a young adult, to protect my emotional wellbeing 
and mental health, a term in decided to leave and move back home. I felt like a failure and was 
embarrassed to tell people what had happened. Because of this I left Leeds with the determination 
to find my way in life and rebuild a life back in Chester. I found part time employment at a day 
nursery and quickly found a part time course at a more local university. This allowed me to study 
for a degree with no fees, the ability to live at home and experience paid work. 

Since then I haven’t looked back. I have had a varied and exciting career so far. I left the nursery 
after five years to work as a teaching assistant in a brand new academy in Chester. Then moving 
to work for the local authority in a Sure Start Children’s Centre and now have a Leadership and 
Management role as Early Years Lead for NHS service Starting Well supporting Vulnerable Families 
with children under five. Alongside this I completed my degree and post graduate studies part 
time and I am now a qualified Early Years Teacher. 

Whilst I didn’t have the life experience of living away from home I have never felt I have missed 
out. I bought my first home at twenty four, I have travelled the world with my now husband and 
have a beautiful little boy who has just turned one. 

Robyn Carew
AGC Leaver 2008

The events of the previous year have meant that I have been incredibly fortunate to spend more time 
at home than at any point since I left Abbey Gate and Chester for Durham University in September 
2013. This time spent working from the same table that I used to study for my GCSEs and A-Levels 
has allowed for moments of reflection about my journey towards working in Ministerial Strategy for 
the Department of International Trade.

I look fondly upon my amateur sporting endeavours, yet it was my time working on the Young 
Enterprise Scheme and as Head Boy which have impacted me most. The lessons I learnt from the 
brilliant Headmistress, Lynne Horner and Head of Sixth, Marc Cavallini have stayed with me and I will 
always be thankful for their support. 

Their teachings in the importance of public service and engaging effectively with those around me 
have carried me through studying Politics, and actively working in student politics. The success of my 
election to the sabbatical position of Junior Common Room President of Van Mildert College was built 
upon the solid foundations put in place at Abbey Gate.

To bring this story back to the present day, as I await my train back to London, I hope to be back 
in the Old Admiralty Building (DIT HQ, just off Horse Guards) soon. For a student who dreamed of 
being part of the machinery of government from his first lessons in Politics under Mr Lincoln and Mrs 
Houghton, those lessons have been far more important than he could have ever realised.

Where are they now? Sometimes Life Takes and Unexpected Turn

OS Connect is the official online networking platform for the exclusive use of Abbey Gate College Alumni. 
It has transformed how former pupils can stay in touch with each other and with the College.

By joining OS Connect you will be able to re-connect with fellow Old Saightonians, share memories and 
photographs from your school days, use the network to enhance your career and much more...

You can sign up by visiting www.osconnect.co.uk and importing your LinkedIn or Facebook page, or with an email address. 

Are you an Old Saightonian?



During my time at Abbey  Gate, I particularly loved getting involved in speech, 
drama and musical performances and I think that these early experiences 
of standing up in front of play and concert audiences, or cathedral and 
church congregations and speaking and singing were incredibly valuable 
when I embarked on my radio career. I’ve spent nearly 20 years speaking 
into microphones as a radio newsreader, presenter and more recently a 
voice artist and podcaster.

Generally, radio listeners really want to hear a real person, not a performance 
and the less nervous you are, the more authentic you can be. Of course 
there’s a certain craft – which I’ve honed over many years – to reading 
news bulletins (which I’ve done on stations including the BBC World Service 
and BBC 5 Live), but it’s always important to resist being too robotic and to 
infer some empathy for the subjects of sometimes harrowing stories. It’s 
a fine line to tread, but confidence in your abilities is at the root of it and I 
really believe the many performance experiences I had at Abbey Gate gave 
me a great foundation for this work.

I also spent some time working as a presenter on the serious music station 
BBC Radio 3, introducing classical music and talking about its history and 
composers. Given the station’s extremely discerning audience, Radio 3 can 
be a daunting platform for a new presenter, but again my involvement in 
so many performances at Abbey Gate, including travelling Europe with the 
school Chapel Choir, gave me a foundation and a confidence in this area 
that I found invaluable.

Victoria Meakin
AGC Leaver 1993

My Career Journey to Becoming a Podcaster

Former Abbey Gate College student Alex Schwarz has played an integral part in the development and 
success of rugby in North Wales. In his final year at the Abbey Gate College Alex represented Wales 
Under 18s, gaining caps against Japan, France and Scotland. After his final year he moved to Italy to 
play for Italian team Rugby Colorno; Alex says, “It was a great experience and we were able to gain 
promotion in my season there. During my time there I also had the chance to train with Aironi (now 
named Zebre), a professional team in the Guinness Pro14.”

Upon his return to Wales, Alex signed for Rygbi Gogledd Cymru (RGC), starting in Division One and 
gaining promotion into the Welsh Championship, “In our first season in the Premiership (2016/17) we 
finished 4th, which put us through to the semi final of the league playoffs. In that season we also won 
the Welsh National Cup. Beating Pontypridd to lift the trophy at the Principality Stadium in Cardiff.”

In 2018 Alex signed a professional contract with Cornish Pirates in the English Greene King 
Championship. In 2021, before the Championship season started, he went on a short term loan to 
Wasps in the English Premiership, gaining one cap against Leicester Tigers.

Speaking of his time at Abbey Gate College Alex says, “I will be forever grateful to AGC and its staff for 
supporting me throughout my time there. Particularly in my final year of A levels when I had to travel 
back and forth to Cardiff three days a week to train. I loved my time at the College and I was delighted 
to return to see the new sports facilities a couple of years ago.”

Alex Schwarz’s Successful Career in Rugby Union



Lisa O’Hare left Abbey Gate College in 1994 after completing 
her A Levels. After graduating with a degree in History 
from The University of Liverpool Lisa chose a career in tax, 
initially with Arthur Andersen, then KPMG and Deloitte before 
eventually becoming Head of Corporate Tax for the Co-op. 

In 2019 Lisa decided to take a career break and start writing. 
Her debut poetry collection, Lockdown Life, A Rollercoaster 
of Emotions was published by Master House Publishing on 31 
May 2021.

Lisa O’Hare - Writer, Poet and Performer

 I am a writer, poet and performer.

That feels incredibly good to write. 

And I love saying it!

To find our more about Lisa’s debut 
poetry collection visit:

 www.lisaoharewriter.com

Open Events
 
25 September 2021
Senior School 9.30am - 12.30pm
Infant and Junior School 11am - 2pm

13 October 2021
Sixth Form 6pm - 9pm

01244 332077

Senior School 9.30am - 12.30pm
Infant and Junior School 11am - 2pm

13 October 2021
Sixth Form 6pm - 9pm

Booking essential, please visit our website
to register as places are limited.

abbeygatecollege.co.uk
01244 332077

Keep Connected on 
OS Connect

It’s never been easier! If you haven’t already, 
check out our newly upgraded alumni platform, OS 
Connect. Login or sign up at hhtps:osconnect.co.uk.




